
MAKING COMPLEX 
IDEAS SIMPLE.
Read how MarketView tools by Drillinginfo helped CSC Arbitrage Group 
streamline their workflows, improve analytical capabilities, and provide 
solutions that met their data needs.
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The Challenge 

CSC Arbitrage Group needed integrated solutions that would allow them to 
streamline their workflows, improve analytical capabilities, and provide an 
array of solutions to meet the data needs of their various departments.

The Solution 

CSC Arbitrage Group implemented MarketView tools by Drillinginfo. These 
robust tools which provided flexibility to support their business activities and 
extend their capabilities through improved analysis.

MarketView tools used:

MarketView Desktop

CSC uses the MarketView Desktop tool for monitoring 
market quotes as well as analysis and charting. 

MarketView API

MarketView Application Programming Interface (API) is 
used to easily pull data into an analytical tool such as R 
or other math/stat programs to create scripts to import 
and analyze market data. The MarketView API allows 
users to easily customize the symbols, types of data, 
and range of dates.

MarketView ExcelTools

MarketView ExcelTools allows CSC to bring real-time 
and historical data into Excel for a more sophisticated 
analysis. CSC can call up exchange price data, USDA, or 
other aggregated market data available via MarketView 
and combine it with price data for analysis.

MarketView WebTools

The MarketView WebTools widget makes it easy to 
incorporate streaming data onto CSC’s public website 
and easily integrate one or more components from a 
suite of dynamic and interactive web tools with a few 
lines of HTML.

Learn more at drillinginfo.com

MarketView tools by Drillinginfo 
provide CSC Arbitrage Group with robust 
integrated solutions.
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Learn more at drillinginfo.com
Rev Info

By monitoring the market, Drillinginfo 
continuously delivers innovative oil & 
gas solutions that enable our customers 
to sustain a competitive advantage in 
any environment. 

Drillinginfo customers constantly 
perform above their competitors 
because they are more efficient and 
more proactive than the competition.

EFFICIENTPROACTIVE COMPETITIVE Award Winning

About  CSC Arbitrage Group 
CSC Arbitrage Group is focused on two primary businesses: Design and manage 
customer hedging strategies for clients. Designated market maker/liquidity provider 
for certain agricultural futures exchange products.

CSC Arbitrage is a registered Commodity Trading Advisor directly connected to 
exchanges in North America and Europe that offer trading in agricultural markets.

CSC Arbitrage Group has experience in trading food and agriculture markets that are characterized by 
lower levels of market liquidity and other potential nuances that require specialized expertise.

In Their Words

“MarketView provides 
us with a set of tools that 
provide the editability  and 
robustness to support our 
business activities and 
extend our capabilities 
through improved analysis 
and efficiency.”

Kent Horsager, President, 
CSC Arbitrage Group, LLC
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